


CENTERPIECES

We have a stunning range of centerpieces which are sure 
to impress. All our centerpieces have been designed to 

compliment both our restaurant and functions rooms. Pictures 
are for illustrative purposes and different flowers and colours 
can be used for each centerpiece. All prices include artificial 

flowers but real flowers can be used at an additional cost. We 
are happy to work with you to create the perfect centerpiece so 

please just ask.





THE FISHBOWL
Large fishbowl filled with clear or coloured pebbles and your choice 
of flowers. Presented on a mirror base with clear scatter crystals 
and cream or coloured petals. LED lights in bright white, warm 
white, red or blue are optional.

£12



THE MaRTINI GLaSS
Large martini glass filled with clear or coloured pebbles and your 
choice of flowers or feathers. Presented on a mirror base with clear 
scatter crystals and cream or coloured petals. LED lights in bright 
white, warm white, red or blue are optional.

£12



LaNTERNS
A large or medium lantern filled 
with clear pebbles and coloured 
pillar candles of your choice 
surrounded by clear scatter crystals.

Medium £10
Large £12
Both Medium and Large £18



THE WINE GLaSS
Large wine glass filled with clear or 
coloured pebbles and LED roses in 

cream or pink. Presented on a mirror 
base with clear scatter crystals and 

cream or coloured petals.

£12



THE TaLL VaSE
Tall glass vase filled with clear or coloured pebbles and your choice 
of flowers. Presented on a mirror base with clear scatter crystals 
and cream or coloured petals.

£12



THE VINTaGE JaR
Vintage jar presented on a wooden 

log surrounded by candles, clear 
scatter crystals and cream or 

coloured petals.

£10



Glass vase and cream rose candle 
holder presented on a wooden 
log surrounded by clear scatter 
crystals and cream or coloured 

petals. 

£12

ROSE CaNdLE HOLdER



MINI LEd LIT TREE
Cream coloured LED lit tree presented 
on a wooden log surrounded by clear 
scatter crystals and cream or coloured 
petals.

£12



HaNGING BIRd CaGE
Vintage hanging bird cage filled with a tealight and presented on 
a wooden log surrounded by clear scatter crystals and cream or 
coloured petals.

£12



Large vintage bird cage filled 
with tea lights and presented 

on a wooden log surrounded by 
clear scatter crystals and cream or 

coloured petals. 

£14

BIRd CaGE



CHaIR SaSHES
We have beautiful lace chair sashes in cream which compliment 
the restaurant perfectly during your wedding breakfast as well as 
organza chair sashes available in a variety of colours - perfect for your 
wedding ceremony or evening function.

Lace chair sashes  £0.80
Organza chair sashes £0.60



FaVOURS
Each filled with your choice of mint imperials, gummy 
sweets or foil wrapped chocolate hearts.

Organza bags (any colour) £2
Hessian bags £2
Mini jam jars topped with hessian and lace £3



BaLLOONS
All of our balloon prices include helium, ribbon and 

weights.

Cluster of 3 balloons £5
Foil balloons £6 or 2 for £10

Number foil balloons (silver, gold, rose gold, blue, pink) £8
Letter foil balloons (silver, gold, rose gold) £10

Table top balloon archway £50
Floor balloon archway £75



LOVE LETTERS
Large illuminated LOVE letters. Heart can be set to any colour.

Full set £150
Heart only £50



PaIR OF PEdESTaL 
CaNdLE HOLdERS

Two candle holders with your 
choice of coloured pillar candles.

 

£30

POST 
BOX
The perfect place for 
all your guests to post 
their cards so they 
are all kept in one 
place. Comes with a 
personalised label.

 £50



FLORaL
aRCHWaY

Ivy covered archway 
decorated with coloured 

flowers of your choice.

£50



CaNdY CaRT
Treat your guests! Our candy cart comes full of 

mixed sweets. A lovely addition to your special day!

£90



CaNdY CaRT



SUMMaT TO aTE

48-50 Market Street
Hindley, Wigan
WN2 3AN

01942 255150
info@summat-to-ate.co.uk


